
MUS 156 Introduction to Electronic Music II 
Mark Nelson, instructor 
Project IIII Video Effects 

The majority of the semester will be spent experimenting with putting your music to videos.  This is the second 
project to get you familiar with the process using FL Studio Producer edition and the Fruity Video component 
found in the Channels area of the menu. 

• Process: 
Load the Fruity Video Player into the Step Sequencer from the Channels area.   

• Go to the class website and select any video except the Sport Snowmobile video to your USB stick. It is 
found on the MUS 156 web site (right side of column entitled Video Examples).  

• Using the folder at the upper right hand corner of the video player, find and load in your video of choice 
from your USB stick.  

• Mute the sound using the mute button on the video player.  Turn it into a piano roll sound with 8 bars of 
one sound so it will encompass the entire video. 

• Load the video as channel 1 in the play list.  By using the play list cursor, you can look at any point in 
the video in stop-action motion to note where the music needs to change to accommodate the action in 
the video.  Using a pencil or pen and paper, make a grid of all the change points of the video using the 
numbers and grid which will be turned in with your project when it is filled out. 

• Using sound effects first – map out how you can fill the video timing with appropriate sound effects that 
will enhance the video either in a serious or a humorous way.  You must also experiment with sound 
effects automations like reverb, flanger, etc. 

• Fill in the remaining parts of the video with sounds and rhythms that compliment the video.  Focus on 
how the music rhythms and sounds will enhance the sound effects.  Using the vocal sampler in the 
channels area can also be used for short sayings.  The final project will have a running commentary like 
a TV commercial. 

• The completed project will have the following elements: 
A. Your choice of one of the MUS 156 videos other than the snowmobile loaded in the step sequencer. 
B. Use of the mixer for several sound effects 
C. At least two automations of sounds and/or effects. 
D. A manually drawn grid of where all the sounds, sound effects, and any vocal samples are in seconds 

or grid numbers that correspond to the changes noted in the video and as background sound for the 
“ambience.” 

E. A typed list of all sounds, automations, and effects you use. 
F. The project saved and turned in on your USB stick labeled as “MUS156_ProjectIII_LastName 
G. A one page paper of at least three developed paragraphs describing the process you tried with any 

good solutions or pitfalls you experienced while doing the project with your name and MUS 156 and 
the date on it. 


